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Abstract - Short Message Service (SMS) is an integral service of the mobile phone for users to communicate with people which is faster and convenient way to communicate. However, it has some limitations like incapability of searching and categorization of SMS, scheduling, marking SMS and there is scope to improve it. To overcome various limitations, we have proposed a mobile application with title MojoText - Text Messenger which solves real-time problem of text messaging. Our system provide core functionalities of text messaging and beside to that various facilities like categorization of messages based on personal, social, transactional and user defined categories with color codes, searching with customized date, scheduled text delivery, hiding of messages inside the app, reminders for due dates of billers, validity of texts, starred messages, pinned chats, signature, backup and recycle bin.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We are in 21st century where we cannot imagine our life without mobile phone. We handle everything like our bank account, our professional work, some office work, etc. through the mobile phones [6]. In our system we are going to invent the application for the handling the text message. As we can see the number of messaging apps are provided with the multiple functionalities and features in android mobile phones. But for the convenient use of text messages there is no any system is provided[1, 3]. In this system we are going to add some extra feature to the text messages where the use of text message is going to be easy. Now a days we associate the mobile number to our bank, various shops, PAN cards, ATM cards, Aadhar cards or in shopping malls, etc for getting the details or important information like OTP’s, educational purpose, etc[7, 8].

The convenient or the best text classifier is a classifier that efficiently categorize large text messages in a reasonable time and with an accuracy, and that provides help to the human for the accuracy and easy to access[4]. Many techniques and algorithms are provided for automatic text categorization of the messages and the text of the message. The text classification task can be defined as classify the text into new documents based on the knowledge and by using the algorithms provided in a classification system[2, 4]. In the phase we are going to classify the text and speech it out the same time by using the text-to-speech module[5].

Classification is an important task in our system which we are going to develop and classification is an important concept of both data mining and machine learning[10], however, most of the learning techniques and algorithms comes from the machine learning community[7]. The text categorization or classification is coming from machine learning techniques and research[5, 9]. A number of text classification techniques are applied through the development of the system a lot of approaches have been proposed in the our system, the automatic text categorization after the incoming massage is arrive is still a major area of overview because the effective and improvement of the text message are still needed and its the time to provide some additional features to the text message[4].

In this paper, we focus on some classification of the text messages and also propose a new model including the speech out module so it made more easy to the humans to apply it on the daily basis for the classification of text SMS into some user defined categories of the messages like our Gmail is provide to us[4, 11]. The use of text SMS is become very wide and it is preferred for personal messaging, banking messaging and authentication methods[2, 3]. These all text messages are stored in our inbox combine format to avoid this trouble situation or getting easy access of the important messages we are going to develop the system. Short Message Service (SMS) of the mobile phone for users to communicate with people which is convenient and easy way for the communication[2].

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system provide more functionalities and feature for the text messaging and various facilities that are like categorization or classification of messages and speech out the message based on the categories personal, social, transactional and user defined categories with the some different color codes, storing the starred messages, recovering the deleted messages, searching with customized date, scheduled text delivery, hiding of personal messages inside the app, it also provides the reminders for due dated messages like phone bills, electricity bills and recharge etc[11]. It also provides reminders for some occasions like important meetings, reminders for the important events etc. the system is also provide the recycle bin for the messages and starred(favourite) messages[6].

The following diagram shows the flow of the system how the system will work and how the process will actually happens in the system the system will able to categories the messages by using the some features of the text and by using NLP and many different algorithm[2, 9]. The proposed system will
also be able to speech out the incoming messages with the help text to speech module[4]. The messages will speech out in the specific manner not in random places or at any where.

![Fig - 1: Modern Text messenger System Architecture](image)

### 3. OBJECTIVE

To provide system for use of social and personal use, now a days text message is very essential part of the net banking or any transactions or many uses, and also it is best way of authorization or authentication of the user’s credential and contact information by using an OTP or any other activation methods. After implementation of the system application, it will reduce the human efforts for the searching the text messages. The application will definitely be helpful in storing the messages and also aim to speech out the message and it will also recover the deleted text message.

### 4. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this system the classification or the categorization of the text messages for the easy access accuracy or convenient use of the text messages like Gmail account the categories of messages are the user defined categories. The prosed system is also provide speech out module which is used to speech out the messages by using the technique called text to speech.

### 5. MATHEMATICAL MODULE

The mathematical module is used to represent the system the system which will contains the input, output, functions and operation of the system. Here the system is containing the input, functions and output where the input is the incoming message in the inbox this is the first and very essential part of the system. Then next part will be implemented there are many function will used after that the module will content the output portion of the system. The following is the representation of the mathematical module:

\[ S = \{ I, F, D \} \]

\[ I = \{ i_1 \} \]
Where,

\[ I \] is a set of inputs
\[ i_1 = \text{Incoming Messages} \]

\[ F = \{ f_1, f_2, f_3, f_4, f_5 \} \]
Where,

\[ F \] is a set of function
\[ f_1 = \text{Broadcast Receiver to receive sums} \]
\[ f_2 = \text{Read all messages} \]
\[ f_2_i = \text{speech out} \]
\[ f_3 = \text{Tokenization & stop word removal} \]
\[ f_4 = \text{Pattern Matching} \]
\[ f_5 = \text{Detect category of sums} \]

\[ D = \{ d_1, d_2, d_3 \} \]
Where,

\[ D \] is a set of outputs
\[ d_1 = \text{Classified sms} \]
\[ d_2 = \text{Starred sms} \]
\[ d_3 = \text{Recycle bin} \]

### 6. ALGORITHM

The system provides solution to the categories of the messages and audio messages for the convenient use of the users[10,11]. When the incoming message is arrive at the receiver end then it will starting fot the pattern matching of the incoming text if the message[5]. And when its relates to the particular pattern then it will put the message into the that particular category. This is the important to the users who are going to access the system. This system implements an algorithm for the categorization of the message. The next step after this processing it will extract the some unique feature of text message and classifying the message[9,10]. This feature is used in this system for classification purpose this modern classifier belongs to the many new features in it.

**Input:**

SMS text

**Process:**

1. Read the SMS text
2. Stop word removal for the text.
3. Pattern matching for the input text
4. Regular expression is apply on the sms
5. Get the different patterns
6. Take a decision and put the sms in the related category
7. Detect the date patterns for the due dates

**Output:**

Classified SMS
7. UML DIAGRAMS

UML (Unified Modelling Language) is used to represent the pictorial representation of the work flow. There are many types or forms of the uml diagrams but in this we are going see only few.

1. USE CASE DIAGRAM

Fig -2: Use case diagram of text message classifier

2. CLASS DIAGRAM

Fig -3: Class diagram of text message classifier
8. MODULE INFORMATION

The module information is nothing but actual resulting system. In our proposed system there two important modules. These modules will show the how system is successfully implemented or not. Our system is main aim to provide the classification or categories of the text messages this categories can be a different for the easy access of the system this will very useful for the users to use it in their daily lives for the convenient use like other messaging app. This classification of the text messages is provide in the first module of the system this is very important in proposed system.

The second module is going to speech out the incoming message for the people who don't able to see the messages when driving or doing some important works. This module is also very important for the blind people who cannot able see the messages so they can listen the audio of the message. In this we are also providing the important feature to this module that if someone will need my help or the message will contain the words like emergency, urgent, help, accident, etc. then this type of message will popup the another type of tone of the message so the person who is going to received the message is knows that this particular person needs my help or there is some urgent issues.

The third module of the system is going to contains the starred message and recycle bin. In this module the users can able to save their favorite messages or they can make the particular message as favorite message. This will be also shows the due dated messages in this system if the recharge is going to end it will shows the automatic reminders in the system. Then the another feature of the system which is not used for the text message yet is the recycle bin. In this you can able recover the messages which are deleted before but you need it for a reason so here you also access the deleted message. As this modules of the system which is going to used in the are system.

9. CONCLUSION

This paper will design an android application of a content based categorization or classification of SMS (textMessages) We expect the system will implemented successfully and efficiently implementation of this module is the further in the future. In the proposed model the we have studied the many different things. To provide convenience to use text messages in a daily life the system proposed to prevent classification SMS which is an important problem now a days. The system can help peoples to use mobile text messaging instead of using other applications.
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